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The day begins early at 9 am. We 
will pick you up from your hotel or 

apartment and head to Tierra Mayor Valley, 
located 
approximately 19 
km northeast of 
Ushuaia on 
National Route 3. 
Once we arrive we listen to our guide's recommendations 
and we will put on snowshoes to embark on a 90-minute 
tour to visit various panoramic points in the valley. We will 

have the opportunity to admire the flora and fauna of Tierra del Fuego and be captivated 
by the breathtaking views of the surrounding forest, mountains, streams, and glaciers. 
After this activity, we will board a specially adapted all-terrain vehicle with caterpillar 
tracks that can navigate challenging terrains and reach remote locations. The ride will 
culminate at the Nunatak ́s refuge, a beautiful cabin where we will enjoy a delicious 
lunch (empanada, mountain stew, and dessert - beverages not included). Following the 
meal, the adventure continues with a visit to the Huskie ́s park, where visitors can 
pamper, spoil and take photos with these friendly pets, followed by a sleigh ride along 
different trails within the forest. There will be numerous opportunities for photography 
and to soak in the snowy surroundings. The next adrenaline-filled experience will be a 
snowmobile journey. Accompanied by a lead guide and after receiving the necessary 
instructions, we will dive into the excitement of driving these machines through the deep 
snow, crossing Tierra Mayor Valley on a 5 km route. 
Upon returning to the Nunatak ́s refuge, our visitors will have some time to enjoy a few 
minutes on the sliding sleds down a small icy slope, bringing a perfect end to a day filled 
with emotions, adventure, and fun in the snow. 
Schedule: 
Dificulty: Low-Medium 
Duration: 8hs. 
Time and place: Your hotel or apartment around 9 am. 
Guide service: Spanish/English. 


